TRUE DIVIDED LITE DETAILS

EGGERS STILE & RAIL COLLECTION

STANDARD STILE & RAIL TRUE DIVIDED LITE / SASH DETAILS

1-3/4” SASH LITE DETAIL - NON RATED

1-3/4” FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - NON RATED

1-3/4” SASH LITE DETAIL - 20- MIN.

1-3/4” FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - 20- MIN.

2-1/4” SASH LITE DETAIL - NON-RATED

2-1/4” FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - NON-RATED

2-1/4” SASH LITE DETAIL - 20-MIN.

2-1/4” FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - 20-MIN.
TRUE DIVIDED LITE DETAILS

EGGERS STILE & RAIL COLLECTION

STANDARD STILE & RAIL Ogee True Divided LITE / SASH DETAILS

1-3/4" SASH LITE DETAIL - NON RATED

1-3/4" FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - NON RATED

1-3/4" SASH LITE DETAIL - 20-MIN.

1-3/4" FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - 20-MIN.

2-1/4" FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - NON-RATED

2-1/4" FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - 20-MIN.

2-1/4" SASH LITE DETAIL - NON-RATED

2-1/4" SASH LITE DETAIL - 20-MIN.
TRUE DIVIDED LITE DETAILS
EGGERS STILE & RAIL COLLECTION

STANDARD STILE & RAIL OVOLO TRUE
DIVIDED LITE / SASH DETAILS

1-3/4" SASH LITE DETAIL - NON RATED

1-3/4" FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - NON RATED

1-3/4" SASH LITE DETAIL - 20- MIN.

1-3/4" FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - 20- MIN.

2-1/4" FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - NON-RATED

2-1/4" FRENCH DOOR BAR & MUNTIN - 20-MIN.

2-1/4" SASH LITE DETAIL - NON-RATED

2-1/4" SASH LITE DETAIL - 20-MIN.